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NEW YORK: New calculations to better
track HIV infections confirm that the US is
seeing a strong and steady decline. The
number of new cases has been falling for
years. But health officials wanted a clearer
picture of how the epidemic was behav-
ing. They count people when they were
diagnosed with the AIDS virus - not when
they actually contracted it, which can be

months or years earlier. Counting infec-
tions instead of diagnoses is a more ideal
gauge - a kind of speedometer that tells
how fast the epidemic is actually moving,
said David Holtgrave, an HIV researcher at
Johns Hopkins University.

The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention used blood test results to help
date the infections. Their calculations

showed new infections dropped by nearly
18 percent over six years, the CDC report-
ed Tuesday. Though health experts
expected a decline, they welcomed the
confirmation. “It’s very exciting to see this
kind of drop,” said Ron Brookmeyer, a stat-
istician at the University of California, Los
Angeles. It suggests that stepped-up
efforts to diagnose and treat infections are

paying off, he added.  The agency found
that between 2008 and 2014, new infec-
tions fell: 18 percent in the overall popula-
tion, from 45,700 to 37,600. 36 percent in
heterosexuals. 56 percent in people who
inject drugs. Two-thirds of the people who
are diagnosed with HIV each year are gay
and bisexual men. The CDC saw substan-
tial declines in new infections in very

young and in middle-aged men in that
group. But there was a 35 percent increase
in men ages 25 to 34, offsetting the other
decreases. Officials also said they were
able to estimate annual HIV infections in
35 states. No state saw an increase. Seven
saw significant decreases - Georgia, Illinois,
Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York, North
Carolina and Texas.—AP

HIV infections fall by 18% in six years in US

WASHINGTON: Don’t expect designer babies
any time soon - but a major new ethics report
leaves open the possibility of one day altering
human heredity to fight genetic diseases, with
stringent oversight, using new tools that pre-
cisely edit genes inside living cells. What’s
called genome editing already is transforming
biological research, and being used to develop
treatments for patients struggling with a range
of diseases. 

The science is nowhere near ready for a huge
next step that raises ethical questions - altering
sperm, eggs or embryos so that babies don’t
inherit a disease that runs in the family, says a

report Tuesday from the National Academy of
Sciences and National Academy of Medicine. But
if scientists learn how to safely pass alterations
of the genetic code to future generations, the
panel said “germline” editing could be attempt-
ed under strict criteria, including that it targets a
serious disease with no reasonable alternative
and is conducted under rigorous oversight.

“Caution is absolutely needed, but being cau-
tious does not mean prohibition,” said bioethicist
R. Alta Charo of the University of Wisconsin-
Madison. “This committee is not saying we will
or should do germline - heritable - editing. What
we are saying is that we can identify a set of
strict conditions under which it would be per-
missible to do it,” Charo added. “But we are far,
far away from being ready to try.” Genome edit-
ing should not go beyond healing the sick and
enhance traits such as physical strength, what’s
commonly called “designer babies,” the panel
stressed.

But the public should get involved in these

debates now, to say what might one day be
acceptable. The long-awaited report offers
advice - the prestigious academies cannot set
policy. But it is considered a step toward creat-
ing international norms for responsible develop-
ment of this powerful technology. The US
National Academies and its counterparts in
Britain and China have been holding interna-

tional meetings with the hope of doing just that.
“Genome editing is a new tool for gene therapy
and it has tremendous promise,” Charo said. 

Germline editing 
But, she added, it has to be pursued in a way

that promotes well-being and is responsible,
respectful and fair. Genome editing is essentially
a biological version of cut-and-paste software,
allowing scientists to turn genes on or off, repair
or modify them inside living cells. There are a
few older methods but one with the wonky
name CRISPR-Cas9 is so much faster, cheaper
and simpler to use that it has spurred an explo-
sion of research. Under development are ways to
treat a range of diseases from sickle cell and
hemophilia to cancer.

In lab experiments using human cells or ani-
mals engineered with human like disorders, sci-
entists are unraveling how gene defects fuel dis-
ease - and are even trying to grow trans-
plantable human organs inside pigs. That kind of
research is very promising, is adequately regulat-
ed today and should continue at full speed, the
National Academies panel concluded. When it
comes to the more sci fi-sounding uses, it’s quite
possible scientists will learn how to perform
germline editing in five to 10 years, said panel
co-chair Richard Hynes of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. 

Safety is one reason for caution, he said, as
scientists will have to learn whether editing one
gene has unwanted downstream effects. Some
critics argue that families plagued by inherited
diseases already have other alternatives - adopt,
use donated eggs, or undergo in vitro fertiliza-
tion and discard resulting embryos that inherit
the bad gene. But Charo noted that sometimes
parents carry two copies of a lethal gene, guar-
anteeing any children inherit it. Others oppose
the discarding of embryos for religious reasons.
For some families, “you can see there would be
strong arguments for doing it” if the other crite-
ria are met, said Robin Lovell-Badge of Britain’s
Francis Crick Institute.

Some countries prohibit any germline editing
research. Others, such as Britain, allow laborato-
ry research with genome editing in embryos, not
for pregnancy but to understand human devel-
opment. In the US, scientists can perform labora-
tory embryo research only with private, not gov-
ernment, funding. Any attempt at pregnancy
would require permission from the Food and
Drug Administration, which is currently prohibit-
ed from using federal funds to review any such
request. “The bottom line is there is no planetary
government with enforcement power,” Charo
noted Tuesday.—AP

Could gene editing help 

avoid disease? Maybe

Altering human heredity to fight genetic diseases 

ANHUI, China: A handout image released by the Nature magazine and obtained
shows a pregnant Dinocephalosaurus catching a fish.—AFP

PARIS: An unusually long-necked marine
reptile gave birth to live young 245 million
years ago-the only known member of the
dinosaur, bird and croc family to not lay
eggs, researchers said Tuesday.
Archaeologists examining the fossil of a
female Dinocephalosaurus from Yunnan
Province, southwest China, were amazed to
discover the remains of a baby among the
bones where her abdomen would have
been. “I was so excited when I first saw this
embryonic specimen,” said Jun Liu of
China’s Hefei University of Technology who
co-authored a study published in Nature
Communications.

“This discovery rewrites our understand-
ing of the evolution of reproductive sys-
tems.” Dinocephalosaurus was a member of
the archosaur family, which includes
extinct dinosaurs as well as today’s birds
and crocodiles-all  egg-layers. The
archosaurs’ sister clade of turtles also lays
eggs, but a third group of reptiles called
lepidosaurs, including lizards and snakes,
contains some species that give birth to
live young-including some sea snakes,
boas, skinks and slow worms.

Live birth is usually associated with
mammals, and egg-laying is considered the
original,  “primitive” state of animals.
Dinocephalosaurus was a strange-looking
ocean-dweller with a neck almost twice the

length of its trunk-some 3-4 meters in total.
It was a fish eater, snaking its long neck
from side to side to catch prey. The baby
Dinocephalosaurus, or what remained of it,
was about a tenth of the mother’s size.

Offspring, or lunch? 
At first, “I was not sure if the embryonic

specimen (was) the last lunch of the moth-
er, or its unborn baby,” Liu said by email.
“Upon closer inspection and searching the
literature, I realized that something unusual
has been discovered”-an embryo providing
“clear evidence for live birth”. Unlike prey,
which would ordinarily have been swal-
lowed head-first,  the young
Dinocephalosaurus was facing forward in
the abdominal cavity, said Liu.

The scientists also discounted the possi-
bility that the tiny reptile had been inside
an egg shell which simply eroded over
time. The specimen “demonstrates the
curled posture typical for vertebrate
embryos,” and there were no calcified shell
bits found, said Liu. Archosaurs are known
to lay their eggs at a much earlier develop-
mental stage, he added-long before the tot
had grown to this size. The new study
pushes fossil evidence for the reproductive
biology of archosaurs back by 50 million
years, to the Middle Triassic, said the
study.—AFP 

Long-dead reptile 

gave live birth

MANILA: Mining firms in the Philippines voiced
outrage yesterday over government plans to can-
cel nearly one quarter of the nation’s contracts,
plus a permit to exploit one of the world’s largest
known copper deposits. Environment Secretary
Gina Lopez announced Tuesday she would cancel
75 of the nation’s 311 mining contracts, as well as
the environmental compliance certificate of the
planned $5.9-billion Tampakan copper and gold
project. The Chamber of Mines of the Philippines
said it would fight Lopez’s decision, warning it
threatened $22-billion worth of projects. 

The contracts are for projects in the pipeline but
are not yet operating. “She’s out to kill the industry.
We do not see a future for us under her,” Ronald
Recidoro, the chamber’s vice president for legal
and policy affairs, said. “Her announcement was
bloody in all  aspects.” Lopez, appointed by
President Rodrigo Duterte last year, has railed
against what she insists are the environmentally
destructive and exploitative practices of local and
foreign miners in the Philippines. “Water is life. If
you put at risk the water supply of the community
there, you are putting at risk the quality of life of
the people,” Lopez said on Tuesday. 

This month Lopez also ordered the closure of 23
existing mines and the suspension of five others,
saying they illegally encroached on watersheds,
leaked waste into rivers and destroyed trees. The
Philippines is the world’s top supplier of nickel ore
and main exporter to China, and the government
actions have impacted global metal prices. Lopez
said Tuesday mining companies would be given
seven days to explain before the cancellation of the
75 contracts were carried out. However the mining
industry has warned it will take all legal measures
to fight Lopez’s moves, which are widely expected
to be brought before the Supreme Court.

Mining firms accused Lopez of breaching con-
tracts and asked congress on Tuesday to reject her
confirmation as environment secretary. The
Tampakan copper-gold project in the southern
Philippines had already been stalled by regulation
hurdles, including a local government ban on
open-pit mining. Recidoro warned Tuesday’s
announcement would be a huge blow for the local
economy. “This will lead to the loss of what will
probably be the biggest employer in the area,”
Recidoro said.—AFP 
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MANILA: This file photo shows miners pushing a trolley as they enter a cooperative mining site
in the village of Mt. Diwata, Monkayo town, Compotela valley on the southern island of
Mindanao.—AFP

LONDON: Treatment with two important can-
cer drugs is about to get much cheaper in
Europe with a cut-price copy of Roche’s blood
cancer drug Rituxan likely to hit the market
imminently followed by a rival to its breast can-
cer medicine Herceptin. As cancer drug prices
spiral, the arrival of the first biosimilars or
copies of biotech drugs, ones made inside liv-
ing cells, puts European oncologists in the fore-
front of a treatment shift that could slash costs
and expand patient access. Copycat versions of
Rituxan, also known as MabThera, and
Herceptin have faced several delays in develop-
ment in the past.

This time the world’s biggest cancer drug-
maker cannot escape the competition.
Approval from the pan-European regulator,
the European Medicines Agency (EMA), is
pending and preparations are under way for
the launch of a Rituxan biosimilar from South
Korea’s Celltrion. “We’re expecting it to be
available shortly,” Andrew Roberts of Napp
Pharmaceuticals, which will sell the intra-
venous drug in Britain, told Reuters. The EMA
does not comment on upcoming approvals
but its website shows it is assessing two
biosimilar versions of Rituxan and three of
Herceptin. Industry analysts believe Mylan and
its partner Biocon may win a green light for the
first Herceptin biosimilar in Europe later this
year. Big numbers are at stake. Rituxan sold
$7.3 billion worldwide last year, while
Herceptin brought in $6.75 billion. Although
copies of both are sold in parts of Asia, Europe
is the first large market, with US launches still
some way off. Investors have been concerned
about how quickly doctors would trust the
new drugs but cancer experts and healthcare
providers, worried about the finances of
Europe’s healthcare system, say they plan to
embrace the cut-price medicines.

Oncologists see savings creating financial
headroom for a new wave of even more
expensive immunotherapy drugs that are rev-
olutionizing cancer care but can cost more
than $100,000 per patient. “Whether it’s in the
public or the private sector, we need to pro-
vide sustainable healthcare and biosimilars are
clearly a good way to improve affordability,”
said Josep Tabernero, head of medical oncolo-
gy at the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital in
Barcelona.

Tabernero believes uptake will be just as
good as for biosimilar rheumatoid arthritis
drugs, known as anti-TNFs, which were
launched in Europe a couple of years back.
While it took a few months for physicians to get
comfortable with those first antibody copycats,
demand has since taken off and competition
has driven down anti-TNF prices substantially.

50 percent discount
Because biotech drugs are made inside liv-

ing cells it is impossible to make exact generic

copies, as happens with simple pills, so regula-
tors have come up with the notion of approv-
ing products that are “similar” enough to do the
job. That makes developing them relatively
costly, leading to initial expectations of only
modest price discounts. Yet biosimilar anti-TNFs
now sell at around a 50 percent discount and
Novartis, whose Sandoz unit has one of the
biggest biosimilars portfolios, reckons dis-
counts could widen to as high as 75 percent in
some instances.

Tabernero, who is president-elect of the
European Society of Medical Oncology and co-
wrote a technical paper last month putting the
case for biosimilars, told Reuters he would “love
to see discounts of 40 to 60 percent”.  Based on
the rheumatology experience, discounts are
likely to start out at around 30 percent.

“If European oncologists are offered highly
effective biosimilar agents at a better price, I’m
sure they will receive them extremely positive-
ly,” said Paul Workman, chief executive of
Britain’s Institute of Cancer Research.

Officials running Europe’s national health-
care systems are also paying close attention.
Nordic countries and Germany have led the
way in using biosimilars but others are now
taking action to drive up biosimilar use.
Britain, for example, which spends more than
300 million pounds ($375 million) on Rituxan
and Herceptin, has set a target for 90 percent
of new patients treated in National Health
Service hospitals to get biosimilars in future.
And the British Oncology Pharmacy
Association declared last week it was commit-
ted to optimizing the use of biosimilar anti-
bodies in cancer treatment.

New cancer patients, rather than those
already started on an existing medicine, are
the group most likely to receive biosimilars, at
least initially. Still, the nature of treatment,
often involving multiple therapy regimens,
means this may not hinder biosimilar uptake
in the medium-term. “We won’t see instant
uptake in every area but we would still expect
much faster uptake than has been seen in the
past with biosimilars,” said Napp’s Roberts. The
EMA has to date approved 23 biosimilars
against just four in the United States.

“The EMA has done a good job. It realized
many years ago that this is very strategic for
managing drug costs in Europe and they set
clear, understandable guidelines very early
on,” said Oliver Kubli of Bellevue Asset
Management in Zurich. With a run of patent
expires on blockbuster biotech drugs lasting
until around 2022, he is betting on a surge in
sales for biosimilar manufacturers in the com-
ing years, even with price discounts of 50 to
70 percent. Roche acknowledged this month
it would see some erosion from biosimilars
this year, although it is hoping to offset this
with better or more convenient follow-on
products.—Reuters
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TOLEDO, Ohio: An Ohio zoo’s polar bear is off to
Chicago to find love. The Toledo Zoo says its 21-
year-old female bear named Nan has been
moved to the Brookfield Zoo near Chicago to
see if she will breed with the zoo’s male bear.
Nan moved into her new home this week where
she’s separated by a fence from her potential
mate named Hudson. The Brookfield Zoo says

the bears will spend a little time getting to know
each other before moving in together. The move
was arranged by the Association of Zoos and
Aquariums and its polar bear species survival
program. Keepers at the Toledo Zoo say Nan is
genetically important because she was born in
the wild and discovered as an orphan cub near
Barrow, Alaska.—AP

Ohio zoo’s polar bear moves 
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BROOKFIELD: In this photo, a female polar bear shakes off water after a swim in her public debut at
the Brookfield Zoo’s Great Bear Wilderness habitat in Brookfield, Illinios.—AP


